
The Magic of Sleep Skills:
Infant Sleep Behavior



I did NOT want to believe in 
sleep associations

I felt it meant our sleep 
problem was MY FAULT! That 
didn’t resonate because I knew 
I was a fabulous parent! 

And then I tried everything else 
that wasn’t behavioral. 

None of it worked.

Then I realized we are all just animals, with simple animal behaviors and 
habits. And I was going to have to help my child learn some new behaviors 
so that my tiny roommate and I could co-exist in a healthy way. 



Waking and Sleep-Onset

• No Baby sleeps through the night! We all wake multiple times at 
night! Sleep cycles vary with age and person. Babies have shorter sleep 

cycles and wake more frequently. 

• A Sleep-Onset Association is whatever a child has begun to need  in 
order to easily fall asleep.

• The ideal end game is that lying on a mattress is the only sleep onset 
association.  

• Most challenging common sleep onset associations are in the 
categories of movement and oral. 





Is Self-Soothing Possible? Yes!
Self-soothing is an essential life skill, 
even for babies.  

Why do some folks say it is not? 

At What Age? 
Science has recorded this at 5mo.
I have seen it as early as 2.5mo  



Definition: Self-soothing involves using self-managed 
tools to settle down to sleep or to calm oneself when 
stressed or irritable. 

In fact, we all use strategies to calm ourselves or cope 
with stressful events or help us wind down to sleep 
-without even thinking about it! (adults rubbing your feet 
together, turning to your side etc.) 

 Self-soothing is more frequently a process that looks 
more unconscious and automatic. 



thumb and finger sucking is the magical gold standard 
for infants! 

other manifestations of self-soothing include: 

Holding onto hands at the midline of body. 
Holding onto hands above the head.
Rubbing head, hair or ears.
Rubbing head on mattress.
Kicking or raising legs up and down
Wiggling bottom in the air
Singing, talking or grunting….and many more. 



What will your baby’s 

Sleep Ritual  

be 

when given the opportunity to find it? 



To Swaddle or Not to Swaddle….
● Not all babies need or like swaddles
● Swaddling is not cross-culturally universal. Only some cultures traditionally swaddle 
● Swaddling was/ is more common in Asia from China to Turkey and in some 

indigenous folks North Americas. 
● Swaddling came to Europe from the Middle East
● More common in cold and dry climates.
● Swaddling came out of the need to easily transport babies with migration and from 

a misunderstanding that it would “Keep the limbs growing straight.” 
● There are many medical and developmental risks to swaddling that is too tight or 

too hot

Still, swaddling can be a gift to parents of a newborn who cries quite a bit or only 
sleeps 30 minutes at a time. I suggest using swaddling as an occasional or emergency 
sanity measure



Fists Up for Feeding Cues! 



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XgnhQBINai0


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ui_laoYcvDk


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bAtZkL89Qq4


Can we talk about the 5 S’s? 

•Swaddling
•Side or Stomach (on parent and/or while parent not sleeping)
•Shushing
•Swing
•Suck a pacifier.

•Karp says,  “practice to perfect. Must be done exactly right to 
work.” Causes anxiety and decreases confidence in parents.

•Baby does not truly need any of these. Not anthropologically 
consistent.

•Every one of these may become a sleep association that 
eventually will need to be weaned way from. 



Are
We 

Keeping
The

Pacifier?



Pacifier Studies
● Infants using pacifiers during sleep had lower auditory arousal 

thresholds than those who did not use a pacifier during sleep. 
Body-feeding could be a further factor contributing to lower arousal 
thresholds. These findings could be relevant to the occurrence of 
sudden infant deaths during sleep.

● Early pacifier use is correlated to decreased duration of bodyfeeding. 

● Families not having pacifiers at birth is mildly associated with increased 
use of formula “high suck need/ cranky baby” 

● SIDS victims were unlikely to have had a pacifier during the last sleep. 

● No studies have been done comparing rates of SIDS in pacifier use vs. 
“breastsleeping”. 

●Simply “Sucking at night” may be the protective factor we are seeing. 



Does Sleep Training Work? 
• Sleep training in these studies refers to a “crying alone” or quick check-in method 

rather than crying with parental presence.

• Majority of studies, show crying alone methods “work” between 6mo-12mo. 
“Works” is defined by baby eventually falling asleep and needs less help to sleep 
after training is over.

• The study on age of sleep training shows sleep training before 6mo was not 
effective. 

• In fact, the study showed sleep training before 6mo meant a high risk of postpartum 
depression and anxiety, and increase of SIDS and ending breastfeeding earlier than 
planned. 

• Studies show sleep methods reduce signaling (crying) to parents, rather than 
reducing actual night wakings. Sleep studies showed the amount of  arousals were 
the same. 

• No studies find lasting effects of crying alone methods into childhood.  

• Most studies show the effects of training wear off after 1-3mo or until a milestone or 
illness hit and the training needs to be repeated. 

• Mother and baby’s hormones cease to be in sync after sleep training. (*McKenna)



• Vary sleep situations and positions with babies beginning early and until 
around a year.  I love daytime flexibility for parental sanity- especially 
when naps are more than 2 per day. 

• Baby wearing, Stroller, car seat, etc. are all ok when there is a mix of 
many positions. As well as opportunities to sleep on mattress.

• Falling asleep from fed and sleepy but awake on the mattress some of 
the time is ideal to promote baby learning sleep skills and gaining the 
sense that falling asleep on a mattress from awake  is safe. 

• Baby should have opportunities to NAP in and out of bed. Focus more 
on night sleep. Give opportunities for naps according to cues, forcing 
nap times can make parents not leave the house, feel mentally unwell 
with lack of air and socialization. 

Sleep Variations



3mo Sleep “Regression” PROGRESSION 
• Most babies who may have slept a lot as a newborn will begin sleeping less 

reliably and in shorter bursts at 3mo. 

• Baby is growing cognitively at rapid pace.  

• Babies are trying to adjust to biological circadian rhythms while also becoming 
aware of the world and interpersonal interaction. Following circadian rhythms 
help with regulating cortisol and melatonin which may be a cause of this 3-4mo 
challenge. 

• Babies are learning how to sleep and manage bodily movement, rolling and 
placement of hands and arms. 

• This can be the onset of “FOMO- fear of missing out” trying to stay awake, 
waking frequently to check in with parent. 

• There is nothing you need to do about this except ride it out and provide plenty 
of sleep opportunities, though most sleep trainers suggest sleep training at 3mo, 
as soon as sleep changes. This is not recommended by the AAP.

• Strong sleep associations have likely formed- especially oral sleep associations or 
movement (rocking, bouncing). 



3-8 mo Questions About Frequency of Night Feeding
3-6 mo most babies still need to eat at night, often at least twice for 
body-fed babies and at least once for formula-fed babies. You can 
still feed and improve sleep. The most important thing is to separate 
feeding and sleep if your child is waking constantly to eat and that 
isn’t working for you.  

6-8 mo is when I recommend starting to reduce amount of night 
feedings if things aren’t working for you. The amount of times you 
do feed at night is likely to become a pattern- so set boundaries on 
the amount of times you feed your child from your body or bottle 
based on how many times you are comfortable waking up to do so. 
What feels sustainable? Support your baby in other ways at 
non-feeding times. 

Making sure the times you do feed, baby falls back asleep from an 
awake state. A diaper change after feeding can be very helpful! 





8-10 mo  Movement Explosion

Crib: Will sit and stand repeatedly. Do not force them 
back down. Attend, meet needs. Sit present. Let them 
choose sleep. Expect it to take a while.

Bedsharing: put your family bed on the floor now to 
make it safe. Or, this a good time to start montessori floor 
bed in your child’s room (for most, this is a big enough bed 
where you can bedshare for a while.) 

Healthy infants at this age do not need milk at night for 
caloric intake. But you may choose to still feed at night. If 
so, consider separating feeding from sleep if you have 
many night wakings. 



Need safety and security of caregiver near

But also need a sense of agency “I can choose it/ I can do it.” 

May have a lot of energy to get out before bed with movement and 
vocalizations

Toddlers 10+ mo



You’re the Keeper of the Calm
• Your baby depends on co-regulation. Are YOU regulated when baby 

is upset? 

• Communicate calm and relaxation with a soothing voice, lullabye, 
and warm touch after bedtime routine. 

• Breath Communication is huge. Baby upset? Do some deep 
breathing while holding baby near your chest to support them 
without replicating the sleep associations that may be causing you 
sleep challenges.  Or simply laying hands on baby and breathing if in 
crib. Humming audibly in and out will calm many upset babies.

• Tell baby everything-  that it is sleep time and why sleep is 
important (to grow big and strong, so we won’t feel cranky). Babies 
understand our tone and it is great to get into the habit of talking 
respectfully to babies and warning about transitions and changes. 




